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DAY 1: KLIA/KL City
Pick up at KLIA, and visit Putrajaya (Putra Mosque, Perdana Putra 
and more）
It is the ideal capital of Malaysians. All of the government office buildings 
are concentrated here with the Prime Minister's Office as the centre, 
which greatly enhances the effectiveness of the people's affairs. 
Moreover, Putra Mosque is an enormous mosque on the water, with stately 
architecture featuring an ornate pink dome.
After having dinner, check-in at KL Hotel.
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DAY 2: KL/MALACCA/KL
After having breakfast at hotel, ready to leave to Malacca.
Visit Malacca City:
【Red Square (Dutch Square)】:
Historic square featuring maroon-colored structures in the Dutch colonial 
style.
【Malacca Clock Tower】:
It is located opposite of the Red Square, which attracts the attention of 
tourists when there are in here. 
【Portuguese Square】:
It is built in the 1980s, it is the place which people can get the chance to 
delight in the Portuguese culture.
【Jonker Street】:
It is a very attractive and  popular area to visit. Whether you want to hunt 
for the best food in Malacca, shop for boutique and souvenirs or visit the 
award-winning museums and gallery shops, you will not be disappointed 
here.
【Bukit Cina】:
Admiral Zheng He's Seven Wells lie in the foot of the Bukit China, beside 
the Poh San Teng Temple.
Back to KL Hotel.
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DAY 3: KL/SKY MIRROR
After having breakfast at hotel, ready to leave to Sky Mirror.
【Sky Mirror】
After arrival, we have to wait the sea level falls until 0.5 metre, then we 
can get off from the boat and enjoy all kind of activities. See yourself 
reflected on the surface of the water and take amazing photos on this 
natural wonder.

【Sekinchan】
It is a small farming and fishing village, you are able to visit the paddy 
fields and the beaches around there.

After dinner, ready to back to KL.

DAY 4: KL/KLIA
After having breakfast, free time for tourists.
Ready to leave to KLIA for the flight.

*FOR INQUIRIES, PLEASE SCAN HERE 


